Offsite Data Backup

Dynamic Vault provides an easy-to-use and reliable remote storage solution to ensure that important enterprise and personal data is safe and secure.

- Backup from all common operating systems and database applications
- Fully automated solution
- Secure, offsite protection
- Fast, reliable restoration
- Easy to use, easy to manage
- Comprehensive support
- HIPAA Compliant

Safeguarding Critical Data Anywhere, Anytime

Hardware failures, network outages, malware attacks, physical disasters and fast fingers can put crucial data at risk. Dynamic Vault’s offsite data backup and Lockbox solution safeguards data assets with reliable, on-schedule backups.

Your critical data is stored across multiple servers inside world-class, fault-tolerant data centers on both coasts. Our data centers have the highest levels of security and were engineered to withstand all failures.

Unlike conventional backups, Dynamic Vault's offsite backup manager automatically backs up data on schedule, eliminating error-prone, human interaction. Configuration is a snap. You may use a pre-configured backup set or create your own in just a few steps. Simply schedule a backup and you’re done. Data is encrypted and compressed on your local system before transmitting to the offsite backup servers through a 256-bit encrypted SSL channel.

Once Dynamic Vault’s onsite Lockbox has the primary backup set, the data is then transmitted via Dynamic Vault’s encrypted network to a fully redundant data center. Each and every backup set is replicated to a second, geographically disparate facility for unmatched, comprehensive data backup. Visit www.dynamicvault.com for more information.
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Dynamic Vault is a product of Lightbeam Health Solutions, LLC. For more information about Lightbeam, visit www.lightbeamhealth.com.